DEVELOPMENT OF HOTEL SYSTEM LEARNING APPLICATION: TE HOTEL SIMULATOR
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Abstract

Hotel system learning at the secondary and higher education levels in Indonesia is currently still use manual system, that is not suitable with the current digital technological development used by the hotel industry. Some of current hotel information system learning simulation softwares that has been developed tend to be too expensive and unaffordable by educational institutions in Indonesia. The purpose of developing this application is to be used in the world of tourism and hospitality education in Indonesia. Research and Development approach we use to develop this application. This study develops a hotel information system learning application called TE Hotel Simulator that uses a role-playing system for its users. The existing roles are as a reservation officer, front office clerk and housekeeping officer. This application works with the Android operating system that can be accessed using a mobile phone or tablet. This application is supported by a backend system through the website www.tesim.id. TE Hotel Simulator is still on beta version and should be developed into more interactive application so the learning process could gain more experience for students.
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Abstrak

www.tesim.id. TE Hotel Simulator masih dalam versi beta dan perlu dikembangkan menjadi aplikasi yang lebih interaktif sehingga proses pembelajaran dapat menambah pengalaman bagi siswa.

Kata kunci: edukasi pariwisata, aplikasi pariwisata, sistem hotel

Introduction

In education system, the learning process is not only carried out by students. There are several components that influence the learning process, including teachers, media and learning strategies, curriculum, and learning resources (Khanifatul, 2013). A teacher is required to master various learning methods so that he/she will be able to provide more understanding for his/her students. The most suitable learning method will produce better learning outcomes (Shadek et al., 2017). Learning media that are easy to use, more interesting, and more informative will increase students' interest in processing the material so that it is easier to understand the lessons that have been explained by the teacher (Syawaluddin et al., 2019). The percentage of information received and absorbed by students comes from watching TV or other electronic media is higher than reading textbooks. This may assume that learning from electronic media is easier to understand than reading books nowadays, do not attract student's interest to read them. Understanding the contents from text reading is still very low among students in Indonesia (Etwan, 2011). With the use of digital learning media, the limitations of teacher skills or unperfect learning condition can also be overcome (Rahayuningsih, 2017).

The utilization of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets for learning in tourism education field continues to attract interest from tourism researchers and educators (Hürst et al., 2007; Tortorella & Graf, 2017). The usage of mobile devices by teachers and students in high school in Indonesia shows that 91% of teachers and 95% of students do use mobile devices as learning tools (Rianto, 2010). Learning using mobile application can improve student learning performance because the nature of student engagement by interaction in the mobile application (Chu et al., 2010; Liu et al., n.d.). The benefit of mobile learning software is the flexibility of time while learning because mobile learning methods could give option for student to conduct self-learning (Arrasyid et al., 2020). The flexibility of using mobile devices allows students to learn anytime and anywhere (Baran, 2014; Motiwalla, 2007).

Tourism education in Indonesia is supported by secondary education in the fields of vocational education, vocational higher education and academic higher education. The tourism education in Indonesia for secondary and higher education is in the areas of accommodation services, food and beverage services and travel services. Secondary tourism education and higher education in Indonesia are closely related to hospitality education which focuses on service skills in the tourism sector. Most of the hospitality learning models in Indonesia still use the expository method in the classroom and practicum in the laboratory and industry. The absorption of technology in the tourism education process in Indonesia still low, as impact of the lack of innovation in the field of tourism education in Indonesia. The condition of the Covid-19 pandemic is a turning point for academics that engaged in tourism education. They realized that learning innovations in the tourism sector were urgently needed to be able to catch up with the delays that occurred due to the temporary closure of tourism schools while cases of Covid-19 transmission were still high.

One of the innovations developed in this study is an application for learning in the field of tourism, especially to introduce information systems that occur in hotels industry. The process of hotel service information systems that occur starting from the
time the reservation process occurs. When making a reservation, information about tourists is requested in the form of guest data, choice of room type, number of rooms, and arrival time. Furthermore, when guests come to the hotel, they will do check in, provide data, and take keys so that it reduces the capacity of the hotel room. The last stage when guests check out, information about what is consumed by guests, how much money they must be paid, using any payment method, and closing guest bills are also part of the services provided by hotel staff.

The tourism learning application that was developed in this study is called TE Hotel Simulator by TESIM, which is an application that works with the Android operating system. The principle of using this application is a role-playing system, where users will act as reservation officers, front office officers and housekeeping officers. This application is supported by a backend system that works through the www.tesim.id which can be accessed by school teachers who are in charge of hotel operational course. This study develops the first version of the TE Hotel Simulator system and hopes can fulfil the basic needs of learning hotel information systems at secondary and higher education levels in Indonesia. While this article written, the TE Hotel Simulator still under developing in final progress. So it will not yet released at Playstore.

Method

This study conducts a qualitative research by R&D methods principals. TE Hotel Simulator application at ideal design will be an interactive multimedia system that will use text, graphics, sound and video while operates. Multimedia is a combination or combination of various existing elements such as text, graphics, sound, video, and animation. A multimedia will be said to be interactive if the user has the flexibility to control the media (T, 2008). The method used in designing an interactive media application can use the Interactive Multimedia System Development (IMSD) method which consists of the system requirements analysis stage, the design stage, the creation and implementation stage, and the evaluation stage (Yosanny et al., 2011). In this study, we will discuss about design and implementation stages only. While the other stages will be presented in another study.

Result and Discussion

The design of the beta version of the TE Hotel Simulator learning application emphasizes the flow of data between the three roles in the hotel. An information system with data exchange from three interrelated areas in the hotel, namely reservations, front office and housekeeping related to hotel room management. In this simple beta version of the simulator, it was developed for the benefit of practical hotel operations at the secondary school and higher education levels. Where students are needed to understand how the process of serving guests who make reservations, check in hotels and check out hotels.

General TE Hotel Simulator Application Flow

The TE Hotel Simulator application works on the Android operating system. With a backend system that is controlled through the website www.tesim.id. Figure 1 below shows how the data flow occurs in the TE Hotel Simulator application that uses three user role plays, namely reservation officer, front office officer and housekeeping officer. Meanwhile, teacher login can only be done on the website page to be able to see the entire student learning process, by assessing whether the student is right in carrying out his role. The teacher will develop several story questions as a simulation of the arrival of
guests at the hotel. Assessment takes place when students finish playing at least one role in this simulator.

![Figure 1 Data Flow Diagram on TE Hotel Simulator Application System](image1)

**TE Hotel Simulator Flow Based on Role Play**

TE Hotel Simulator can later be downloaded on the Playstore for free for users. However, to gain access, you must have registered accounts on the website whose access keys can only be opened by the admin. In figure 2 below is the login page of the TE Hotel Simulator application. Next, we will discuss the features that can be accessed by each role in the developed application.

![Figure 2 Login Page on TE Hotel Simulator Application](image2)

**Reservation Officer Role**

The first role is as a reservation officer. Where students will act as reservation officers who receive hotel guest orders by telephone. In this beta version of the application, orders are received from guests according to the simulation of story questions given by the teacher. What is assessed in the reservation officer's role is the suitability of guest orders with reservations made. The reservation clerk must first log into the account as a reservation. Then the clerk will accept the guest order and must choose the option according to the guest order. The inputted data relates to the check-in date, check-out date, number of rooms, and the choice of room type. The data entered in the reservation details includes special requests, guest contact data, and hotel room payments. After all the data is inputted, a reservation form will appear which will be given to guests via email. This data will also be included in the reservation list that can be accessed by the front office staff.
The second role is as a front officer. Where students will act as receptions who receive guests checking in at the hotel. Check-in guests will bring a reservation form that is matched with the reservation list on the page that can be accessed by the front office staff. When checking in guests are expected to bring completeness such as an ID card and fill out the check-in form. Front office staff can access the active room page to find out which rooms are being used by guests. The thing that is assessed in the role of the front officer is the time when receiving guests check in and check out. The front officer must first log in to the account as a front office. Then the officer checks the existing reservation list and opens room access according to the arrival of guests who check in on that day. The inputted data relates to opening room access according to the

**Figure 3 Pages for Reservation Officer Role**
reservation form, inputting guest details such as photo ID cards, providing the correct room access code according to the check-in form. The front officer is also in charge of serving guests who check out. When checking out the main task of the front officer is to do guest billing. Guest billing will be issued if the front officer has received a room status report from the housekeeping staff regarding extra charges such as minibar and damage and loss of hotel room property. The guest bill can be printed in pdf format and sent via email to the guest's address.
Housekeeping Role

The third role is as a Housekeeping officer. Where students will act as housekeeping officers who are in charge of checking and cleaning rooms when guests are going to check out. Housekeeping officers will be able to access the active room page, rooms that need to be cleaned page, fill in the data for the list of parts of the room that have been cleaned page, fill in the list of damaged or lost items, fill in the list of items consumed by guests (minibar). After that the housekeeping officer confirmed the data which would be connected to the guest billing data at the front office. The thing that is assessed in the role of the housekeeping officer is the suitability of the inputted data with the story questions given by the teacher. If there is a room whose data has not been inputted by the housekeeping officer, then the room cannot be printed on guest billing at check out.
Conclusion

The Development TE Hotel Simulator application study is still in the finalization stage, especially the backend system through the website www.tesim.id. The system testing phase must be carried out with a number of system testers, and a panel of experts in developing this application into a more perfect in function. Further studies will be carried out in improving the function of the learning simulator by developing story questions that can work automatically, up to the gamification stage to make it easier for teachers to directly obtain data on student scores who access this application. The multimedia feature should be developed in order to gain more interesting experience for user. Tests related to user experience from both the student and teacher side also need to be carried out in order to test the function of the features in the TE Hotel Simulator application whether they are in already meet with the learning outcomes required by middle-level students and higher education levels in the tourism education sector.
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